Identity Devices
Making High Security Convenient

For over 30 years, Identiv has helped secure identity
and data, making high security more convenient.
Identiv’s contact and contactless smart card
readers are the international gold standard.

Identity Devices

As the world leader in smart card reader
manufacturing, Identiv’s identity devices and
solutions are utilized around the world to enable
security and identification, transaction, e-health,
and e-government applications.

• uTrust FIDO2 Security Keys

• RFID, NFC, and proximity smart card readers

• Mobile smart card readers
• Contact and contactless smart card readers
• Smart card reader module
• uTrust TS Cards

The evolution of our product suite also includes
cards, wearables, and support for mobile devices.
We respond with innovation as technology
trends continue to shape the industry: developing
FIDO security keys that are FIPS-compliant
and manufactured in the U.S., developing
iAuthenticate™ and myAuthenticate™ smart card
readers for Apple® iOS and Android™ mobile
devices, and developing 125 kHz and 13.56
MHz smart card readers and modules for various
desktop and embedded applications.

• uTrust MD Smart Cards
• uTrust Proximity Credentials
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Identiv’s portfolio of identity devices supports a large
number of strong authentication use cases.
Identiv protects your identity and most
sensitive data from cybersecurity threats.
IT leaders face the challenge of not only
implementing strong authentication solutions to
protect identities and data, they must also provide
a scalable, cost-effective, user-friendly experience.
If this is not addressed, the solution can end up
causing more problems for the organization.

Identiv’s portfolio of identity devices provide
support for a large number of authentication uses
cases, enabling a richer, seamless user experience
within an organization.
Whether the user is at a desktop or using a or
laptop or tablet through a VPN, Identiv has an
authenticator to meet your needs.

Use Case: Remote Authentication for Employees
Using Identiv uTrust Smart Cards and contact/contactless smart card
readers, organizations can ensure that their networks and data are
only being accessed by authorized personnel.
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Identiv serves up a comprehensive, end-to-end
portfolio of credentials in a variety of form factors.
Identiv’s credentials, ID cards, and smart
cards are available for physical, logical, and
converged access control.
Our single-technology, multi-technology, and
contact-chip credentials are ideal for building
and computer access, transit payment, brand
protection, time and attendance, cashless vending,
and IoT applications.

With competitive pricing, the fastest turnaround,
free samples, and a lifetime warranty, Identiv’s
customer-centric business model sets us apart
from all other providers on the market.
We offer over 35 leading formats, free credential
tracking with our NextUp Program, our full-service
uTrust Cards Service Bureau for centralized plastic
credential card issuance and personalization, and
custom printing and encoding.

Use Case: Small-to-Medium Businesses
Identiv’s uTrust Cards Service Bureau provides advanced
personalization services and provides central issuance. Ship to
customer sites for distribution or issue cards to individual employees.
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